How To Install Security Film
Safe Lockdowns Security Film (SLSF) installs on the door glass and allows the room to be
viewed from the hallway when the lights in the room are on, but becomes reflective, like a
mirror, on the hallway side of the door when the lights in the room are turned off. This
eliminates the need for the teacher to cover the door windows.
With Safe Lockdowns Security Film and our patented anti-latch devices installed on your
doors, locking down the classroom in seconds becomes as simple as 1,2,3…
1. Switch School Safe to the lockdown position.
2. Switch the lights off.
3. Direct the students to the safe area of the classroom.
No need to cover the door window as the School Safe Security Film turns the window into a
two-way mirror allowing the teacher to see out but an intruder would see their own reflection.
School Safe Security Film comes in pre-cut sizes or can be custom cut to your specifications.

Tools Needed:
• Window Cleaning Solution (Windex)
• Spray bottle of water and a few drops of dish washing detergent or baby shampoo, the
“Application Solution”
• Tape – Clear or Duct
• Squeegee – for smoothing film
• Utility knife – for trimming excess film from edges
• Edging tool – or ruler to ensure a clean edge
• Low Lint cloth - for cleaning film and glass
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How To Install Security Film
1. Apply the window film to the inside of the window.
2. Clean window; Generously spray window and use razor blade to remove stubborn dirt or
paint. Use squeegee downward and wipe off dirt from edges.
3. Identify Clear Liner; Place the film on a clean, flat surface. Select one corner of the film and
attach two small pieces of tape (3-4inches) to each side of film. Leave some tape hanging
over the corner. Press the two pieces of tape firmly together, then quickly pull them apart to
begin separating the clear liner away from the adhesive side of the film. Do not totally
separate the liner at this time but leave the tape in place and move to the next step.
4. Wet the window with the Application Solution
5. Remove Clear Liner; Begin to peel the two strips of tape apart to release the liner from the
film. As you begin to pull off the liner, spray the exposed adhesive side of the film with the
Application Solution until the clean liner is removed and the adhesive side is completely
saturated. Try to keep the film from touching itself.
6. Apply film to glass; Hold film up to glass and apply. Use your hands to smooth the film out
and position it so the excess is overlapping the edges of the window.
7. Spray the entire surface of the film facing you with the Application Solution. Lightly
squeegee the center section of the film from the top to the bottom to set the film in place.
Begin to smooth the film, starting at the top of the window. Squeegee from the center to the
right side and work downward leaving excess film around the edges. Repeat for left side.
8. Trim film; Place a ruler or straight edge along the edge of the window and film. Line the
knife and edging tool up to a top corner of the window. Slowly and firmly, pull the knife and
straight edge down to trim the excess film. Gently pull the trimmed film away from the
window. Repeat this process on all four edges of the film.
9. Squeegee dry; Re-wet the film and squeegee from the center to the right side, working
from the top down. Repeat this process for the left side. Press firmly to remove all the water. If
air bubbles are present squeegee them out to the edges.
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